
E6/E7 SHOWS ON XT-8000 CONSOLE 

STEP 1: 

Confirm the height of elevation motor of the treadmill. 

 A. Staying in the highest (or mid) place: 

  (1)Let treadmill stay in power on situation, but stop moving. 
  (2)Press “STOP/PAUSE” and “DOWN” at the same time. A value will show on the elevation 

window. When elevation goes down, the value goes down and the value stays around 

80. Un-press these two buttons, then motor can go back to original point 

automatically. After adjusting, it will go back to power-on status.  

B. Staying in the lowest place: 

   (1)Let treadmill stay in power on situation, but stop moving. 

   (2)Press “STOP/PAUSE” and “DOWN” at the same time. A value will show on the elevation 

window. When elevation goes up, the value goes up and the value stays around 100. 

Un-press these two buttons, then motor can go back to original point automatically. 

After adjusting, it will go back to power-on status. 

C. Staying not in the highest or lowest place: 

   Adjust by step 1’s A or B. 

STEP 2: 

  After operating step 1, E6 or E7 still shows out. Please open motor cover 

to check if J3 which is Ohm testing cable terminal and J4 which is power cord 

terminal connect well.    

[Mark: After operating No. 2 of A or No. 2 of B, if elevation motor still can not work, 

please confirm: 1. Check if the power cable’s terminal of elevation motor connect well. 

2. Check if it is stuck because of elevation motor is too high or too low.]  

*(If the stuck situation happens): 

1. Please tipping over the treadmill, (or)Using a solid object (for example, wood)  

   to lift the front of the treadmill.(Picture 1). Taking out the screw of elevation  

   motor and frame. (Picture 2) 



      

           (Picture 1)                   (Picture 2) 

  2. Fixed the screw and turn the nut to let it stay in non-stuck situation. Do not turn too 

much. Need to avoid changing elevation space too much in order to control the value. 

  3. [ Do not let the screw to tight. please check if elevation motor can be pulled and 

      pushed the directions which show on the picture 3.] 

  4. Please check if front lift frame can be pulled and pushed the directions which show 

         on the (picture 4).] 

   [Mark: Do not let the screw to tight. After locking the screw, please check if front    

          lift frame can be pulled and pushed ]  

  5. Tightening the screw of elevation motor and frame. 

  6. Follow A, B or C of step 1 to solve the problem. 

   

 


